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A starship lost.A creator found.A frantic race to save them both.For Colonel Mitchell

Ã¢â‚¬Å“AresÃ¢â‚¬Â• Williams, there is no giving up. There is no going back. The Goliath may have

fallen into enemy hands, but the war must go on.After all, he and the Riggers have what they need

to locate the Creator, the man responsible for the alien threat and the key to unraveling their

unstoppable attack. All they have to do is get to him before the Tetron do. ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s no easy task,

but nothing about the war has ever been easy, and the Riggers still have a few tricks left up their

sleeves.----------Point of Origin is the fourth book in the science-fiction War Eternal series.Book 1:

Starship EternalBook 2: The End of LibertyBook 3: The Knife's Edge
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No spoilers - but what a cliffhanger! In the war against the Tetrons, Colonel Mitchell Williams plays a

key role in trying to find a way to win - this time for good. What a concept. It's like Groundhog Day or

50 First Dates except no one really remembers time being reset. This war has been fought unknown



times before and always has been lost. Will it be different this time?

It's hard to decide about this book. It is one in a sequence so there is no beginning, and there is no

end. It's like one of those games where you search to pick up things which will be used to move

further in the game. We go after info on Tio's brother we go after the gem left at Hell. We go after

Tio's brother. We go after goliath again. Do we do anything about saving Earth? Well, yeah, but that

becomes a big woops. Everything turns mystical, and guess what? Stay tuned for the next exciting

episode. So let's criticize the writing style. I've never seen the word "like" used so often and almost

always wrongly. You know, Winston tastes good like a cigarette should? If you use it correctly, you

lose an average of three in the word count. Of course if you replace it with "as if" you actually gain

one, but then you have to replace was with were. Then again, "as if" and "like" probably come out

equal in a computer generated word count so why not use the correct form of English?

Most serial novels bog down and stagnate. Making them slow and stale. I fully expected this one to

do the same. It has not. Buy this entire series. Seriously. You won't be disappointed. When you

have finished it you will find yourself a little sad, a little hopeful, and a lot anxious to get ahold of the

next book in the series.

Dry interesting concept and well written. I can't wait to read the next book. Highly recommended if

you like action oriented sci-fi.

I finished the book way too fast! I just couldn't put it down. The star fights, espionage, and close

calls were intoxicating. Questions are being answered, characters keep coming alive, and the end

leaves me excited to keep going with this space adventure series.

As compared to previous books this one dragged somewhat causing the reader impatience. Too

much person to person detailed chit-chat adding further length to book that was unnecessary, and

perhaps simply filler.

I have been hooked from book one. It is an amazing adventure across space and time. Great

collection of characters. Would love to see the movie! Would recommend to all who want to see

mankind move into space.



Second book in this series assumes facts not necessarily in evidence from first book. Also, while

both fighter maneuvers and squad tactics are somewhat close, if the author is going to spend those

paragraphs on detail, should get closer to future reality. Use of IR is innovative; however,

interference issues need better development. I intend to read third in series and hope some of these

early inconsistencies have been ironed outÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚â‚¬
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